
Classes
Number of starters
Number of respondents
Response rate

Very suitable 

for first timers

Suitable for 

first timers

Suitable for those 

established at this 

level

Suitable for those 

looking to move 

up a grade

Final run before 

stepping up to 

next level

Level of difficulty of the course 2% 3% 21% 34% 40%

No Yes

Was the xc a fair test given the level, 

advertised description and time of year 16% 84%

Very Poor Poor Good Very good Excellent

How effective was communication from the 

organising team leading up to the event 3% 0% 17% 38% 41%
How would you describe the cross country 

ground preparation bearing in mind the 

recent weather conditions 0% 8% 10% 29% 53%
How would you describe the cross country 

going 0% 8% 17% 34% 41%
How good was the dressage arena with 

regard to levelness, presentation warm-up 

space 0% 0% 16% 44% 40%
How would you describe the going in the 

dressage 0% 0% 11% 54% 35%
How good was the show jumping arena for 

size, course layout and warm-up space 5% 5% 22% 43% 24%
How would you describe the going in the 

show jumping arena 0% 7% 16% 45% 33%
Overall how well was the event organised 0% 0% 2% 33% 66%

Not at all likely Not likely Likely Very likely Highly likely

How likely are to you recommend this event 

to a friend 0% 2% 7% 22% 69%

For rider and organiser comments, please see page 2

Name of Event:
Dauntsey Park (1)  July 2021

BE90 and BE90Open
115
58
50%



"It wasn't big but had lots of questions with options. A good test before stepping up to Intermediate
with skinny elements on angles etc."
"Loved it - a forwards riding course with good questions and up to height fences enough to make 
you think but not panic"
"Everyone knows Beanie builds how she rides….boldly"
"Parts of XC were incredibly hard and would have been a lot better with more grass cover left"
"XC ground as good as it could be given the baking sun"
"Eventing in July in a heatwave, it is going to be hard"
"Excellent dressage arena! Lovely and quiet at the back of the site"
"Dressage arena nice and level with good, 'grown up' boards"
"The show jumping arena appeared small but the course rode well"
"Tight show jumping warm-up space"
"The actual going in the SJ arena was good"
"Always a very well organised event"
"Very friendly and welcoming, lovely family run event"
"Dauntsey is a favorite event due to having a good XC challenge"

Organiser Comments

Thank you everyone for your feedback, we strive to always try and improve.

"The SJ arena was smaller to preserve the ground on what is usually the main ring. During set up we were still
making ruts and footprints which would have been nigh on impossible to get out again before the October 
event. We will use the big arena for Dauntsey 2.
Two acres of the dressage warm up was topped so please accept my apologies that not all of it was.

Name of Event:
Dauntsey Park (1)  July 2021

Rider Comments



Classes
Number of starters
Number of respondents
Response rate

Very suitable 
for first timers

Suitable for 
first timers

Suitable for those 
established at this 
level

Suitable for those 
looking to move 
up a grade

Final run before 
stepping up to 
next level

Level of difficulty of the course 0% 2% 21% 33% 43%

No Yes

Was the xc a fair test given the level, 
advertised description and time of year 17% 83%

Very Poor Poor Good Very good Excellent

How effective was communication from the 
organising team leading up to the event 0% 1% 20% 32% 47%
How would you describe the cross country 
ground preparation bearing in mind the 
recent weather conditions 2% 10% 36% 35% 17%
How would you describe the cross country 
going 3% 18% 36% 31% 13%
How good was the dressage arena with 
regard to levelness, presentation warm-up 
space 0% 0% 7% 56% 37%
How would you describe the going in the 
dressage 1% 2% 15% 52% 30%
How good was the show jumping arena for 
size, course layout and warm-up space 9% 20% 35% 24% 13%
How would you describe the going in the 
show jumping arena 9% 20% 35% 24% 13%
Overall how well was the event organised 5% 15% 33% 36% 11%

Not at all likely Not likely Likely Very likely Highly likely
How likely are to you recommend this event 
to a friend 0% 4% 17% 25% 54%

For rider and organiser comments, please see page 2

45%

Name of Event:
Dauntsey Park (1)  July 2021

BE100 and BE100Open
180
81



"The course was inviting but had enough combinations to make it educational"
"Technical more "old school' style well built course"
"Skinny question at fence 6 was a challenge, rest of the course very fair
"XC Ground had evidence of preparation but firm by end of second day
"A few days earlier and the ground would have been perfect! Just the weather!"
"XC ground rather hard but good considering lack of rain"
"Dressage arena level with grass cover. Good presentation. Warm up could be bigger"
"The ground was very hard in the SJ warm up and preferred SJ arena where it usually is"
"Show jumping arena was quite small"
"Show jumping ground was even. Quite firm but with the heat I think that was unavoidable"
"Great event, really enjoyed it. Thank you!"
"Very friendly and good communication on arrival"

Organiser Comments

"The SJ arena was smaller to preserve the ground on what is usually the main ring. During set up we were still
making ruts and footprints which would have been nigh on impossible to get out again before the October 
event. We will use the big arena for Dauntsey 2.
Two acres of the dressage warm up was topped so please accept my apologies that not all of it was.
Thank you everyone for your feedback, we strive to always try and improve.

Name of Event:
Dauntsey Park (1)  July 2021

Rider Comments



Classes
Number of starters
Number of respondents
Response rate

Very suitable 
for first timers

Suitable for 
first timers

Suitable for those 
established at this 
level

Suitable for those 
looking to move 
up a grade

Final run before 
stepping up to 
next level

Level of difficulty of the course 5% 10% 39% 31% 13%

No Yes

Was the xc a fair test given the level, 
advertised description and time of year 10% 90%

Very Poor Poor Good Very good Excellent

How effective was communication from the 
organising team leading up to the event 2% 2% 15% 34% 48%
How would you describe the cross country 
ground preparation bearing in mind the 
recent weather conditions 5% 16% 32% 26% 21%
How would you describe the cross country 
going 5% 15% 36% 31% 13%
How good was the dressage arena with 
regard to levelness, presentation warm-up 
space 0% 0% 8% 57% 34%
How would you describe the going in the 
dressage 0% 0% 27% 55% 18%
How good was the show jumping arena for 
size, course layout and warm-up space 13% 32% 32% 13% 10%
How would you describe the going in the 
show jumping arena 6% 18% 34% 29% 13%
Overall how well was the event organised 0% 0% 8% 27% 65%

Not at all likely Not likely Likely Very likely Highly likely
How likely are to you recommend this event 
to a friend 0% 2% 18% 24% 56%

Novice, Intermediate Novice and Open Novice
140
62
44%

Name of Event:
Dauntsey Park (1)  July 2021

For rider and organiser comments, please see page 2



"It wasn't big but had lots of questions with options. A good test before stepping up to Intermediate
with skinny elements on angles etc."
"Loved it - a forwards riding course with good questions and up to height fences enough to make 
you think but not panic"
"Everyone knows Beanie builds how she rides….boldly"
"Parts of XC were incredibly hard and would have been a lot better with more grass cover left"
"XC ground as good as it could be given the baking sun"
"Eventing in July in a heatwave, it is going to be hard"
"Excellent dressage arena! Lovely and quiet at the back of the site"
"Dressage arena nice and level with good, 'grown up' boards"
"The show jumping arena appeared small but the course rode well"
"Tight show jumping warm-up space"
"The actual going in the SJ arena was good"
"Always a very well organised event"
"Very friendly and welcoming, lovely family run event"
"Dauntsey is a favorite event due to having a good XC challenge"

Organiser Comments

Thank you everyone for your feedback, we strive to always try and improve.

"The SJ arena was smaller to preserve the ground on what is usually the main ring. During set up we were still
making ruts and footprints which would have been nigh on impossible to get out again before the October 
event. We will use the big arena for Dauntsey 2.
Two acres of the dressage warm up was topped so please accept my apologies that not all of it was.

Name of Event:
Dauntsey Park (1)  July 2021

Rider Comments



Statistics: Dauntsey Park (1)
Show-Jumping Statistics (excludes time penalties)

BE90 - 115 jumped

Clear Round
Penalties
Did not finish37.3%

60.2%

BE100 - 180 jumped

Clear Round
Penalties
Did not finish

45.9% 51.4%

Nov - 108 jumped

Clear Round
Penalties
Did not finish32.1%

67%

IN - 32 jumped

Clear Round
Penalties

28.1%

71.9%

Cross-Country Time Statistics

Nov

-20 -5 10 25 40 55 70 85
0
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Seconds from the Optimum

BE100

-25 -10 5 20 35 50 65 80 95
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20
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BE90

-25 -10 5 20 35 50 65 80 95 110
0
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15

Seconds from the Optimum

IN

-15 -5 5 15 25 35 45 55 65
0

5

10

Seconds from the Optimum

Cross-Country Jumping Statistics

BE90 - 106 runners

Clear
Penalties
Did not finish

19.8%

17% 63.2%

BE100 - 166 runners

Clear
Penalties
Did not finish

12%

30.7% 57.2%

Nov - 94 runners

Clear
Penalties
Did not finish

87.2%

IN - 30 runners

Clear
Penalties
Did not finish

90%

https://www.eventingscores.co.uk/index.php


Statistics: Dauntsey Park (1)
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